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Abstract
Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from anthropological sources raise atmospheric and oceanic
CO2 levels and contribute to ocean acidification. The GasDrive project hopes to contribute to
efforts to curb CO2 emissions by a novel ship design. However, it is possible that this new ship
design may still contribute to local CO2 emissions in the water, which may lead to ocean
acidification. The goal of this thesis is to estimate where marine areas sensitive to an increase of
CO2 are located.
Sensitivity to CO2 was measured taking two variables into account: Dissolved Inorganic Carbon
(DIC) and cargo shipping routes. The study area was the North Pacific Ocean and parts of the
Indian, Atlantic, and Arctic oceans. DIC datasets from different months were used to estimate DIC
in the study area using cokriging. These DIC estimations were compared to another researcher’s
DIC estimations in an overlapping region to assess accuracy. CO2 sensitivity in the study area
was assessed two ways. The first way was by making a present day CO2 sensitivity map based
on present day DIC levels estimations and shipping routes. The second way was by making a
map that showed the change in CO2 sensitivity in the study area between present day and
preindustrial eras. The map showing current CO2 sensitivity was compared to a global map of
aragonite saturation, which measured the study area’s vulnerability to CO2 increase and to ocean
acidification. Shipping routes, their location and the impact that they may have to the sensitivity
of a marine area were also explored.
Results showed that the DIC estimates found in this research did not differ much from the DIC
estimates from other research, indicating that the cokriging method used is reliable. The CO2
sensitivity map revealed that sensitivity for added CO2 in the waters is high in the waters south of
the Bering Strait and low in the waters in Southeast Asia. The change in CO2 sensitivity map
showed that CO2 sensitivity varies spatially and in magnitude throughout the study area.
Comparing the CO2 sensitivity map to the aragonite saturation map revealed that the sensitivity
map generally agreed on sensitive areas in the southern half of the study areas, but larger
disagreements were found in the northern half.
The results of this study are valuable for determining where sensitive areas in the ocean are
located so that steps can be taken to avoid additional CO2 emissions in these areas to prevent
the increase of ocean acidification. Recommendations for future research include using more DIC
datasets for analysis, updated data (less than five years old), use of more variables to better
calculate DIC estimations and CO2 sensitivity, and more research on how the characteristics of
different marine environments influence the response to CO2 sensitivity.

KEYWORDS:
ocean, GasDrive, ocean acidification, dissolved inorganic carbon, shipping routes,
cokriging
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter introduces the thesis subject. It provides context and background, the problem
description, research objectives and questions, and a reading guide.

1 Context and background
1.1 The GASDRIVE project
Concern about rising CO2 levels in the atmosphere and in the oceans has lead societies to
strategize ways to curb the increase of CO2. One initiative, the GasDrive project, hopes to
contribute to the efforts to reduce CO2 emissions by a novel energy efficient ship design. The
GasDrive project is currently worked on by Wageningen University & Research, the University of
Delft, and the University of Twente. The aim is to develop a ship with a more than 50% reduced
fuel demand compared to traditional ships ( Figure 1) (“GASDRIVE,” n.d.). This ship will be
powered by liquid natural gas and equipped with new generation fuel cells and turbo charged gas
engines (“GASDRIVE,” n.d.). The exhaust gas, which mainly contains CO2 and water, will be
released under water and captured by the nanostructured ship’s hull to reduce the water
resistance (“GASDRIVE,” n.d.). The reduction in water resistance consequently leads to a more
energy efficient ship design, as less energy is used, leading to a lower release in total exhaust
gases. In this way, GasDrive ships may significantly reduce CO2 emission into the atmosphere.
However, there may be consequences of
having the exhaust pipe directly release
emissions into the water, as it could lead to
locally increased CO2 concentrations in the
water (“MSc thesis subject,” n.d.).
Wageningen University & Research’s goal is
to examine the underwater exhaust gas’
impact on local marine ecosystems. For
instance, it could exacerbate acidification in
marine areas where the water already has a
low pH (and is therefore already acidic) and
stimulate algal blooms (algal blooms thrive in
high CO2 concentrations) in marine areas
with
high
nutrient
levels
(“Marine
Ecosystem,” n.d.). Such areas susceptible to
ocean acidification are deemed as sensitive
areas in this thesis.

Figure 1: Design of the GasDrive ship,
(“GASDRIVE,” n.d.).

1.2 Ocean acidification
Ocean acidification harms marine ecosystems, as it can change their structure and functioning
(Duarte et al., 2013). Of great concern is the impact of acidification on coastal calcifying
organisms, like corals and mollusks, as ocean acidification reduces calcification rates which are
crucial for such shell forming organisms (Doney et al., 2009). Open-ocean species, such as
coccolithophores (calcifying phytoplankton) are also vulnerable to ocean acidification (Doney
2006, Doney et al., 2009, as cited in Duarte et al., 2013). Another problem is that as the oceans
continue to absorb more CO2, their capacity to uptake carbon emissions could significantly slow
1

down, meaning that anthropogenic CO2 emitted into the atmosphere may stay longer in the
atmosphere, further aggravating climate change (Sabine et al., 2007).
1.3 Dissolved Inorganic Carbon
One way to determine how susceptible a marine area is to ocean acidification is to measure the
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) levels within the area. DIC is the total concentration of all
dissolved forms of inorganic carbon in a solution (Bryne, 2014). DIC is usually the most abundant
form of carbon in water. The composition of DIC is shown in equation 1 (Bakker et al., 1999):
Equation 1: 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 ] + [𝐻𝐻2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 ] + [𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻3− ] + [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶32− ]

DIC was chosen as a guide for finding sensitive marine areas because of its relationship with
ocean acidification. Higher DIC levels, as a result of the uptake of anthropogenic CO2 from the
atmosphere, will lead to higher levels of proton, bicarbonate ion and carbon dioxide
concentrations, as well as a decrease in carbonate concentrations. The changes in these
chemical balances is what causes ocean acidification to happen (Salt et al., 2015). Therefore, in
areas where DIC levels are high, there is an increased chance that ocean acidification will occur.
1.4 Variables that could influence ocean acidification
In addition to DIC, there are many interacting chemical components that influence ocean
acidification. Such components include pH, chlorophyll-a, temperature, salinity, and total
alkalinity. Because of the mutual interaction of these components in triggering ocean acidification,
they may also be used as a guide in predicting ocean acidification levels. It is important to examine
these variables in this thesis, as they are candidates to use in estimating DIC levels (as explained
in section 3). A brief description of how these components influence each other and may have an
impact on the oceanic habitats in the future follows in the next sections.
1.4.1 pH
The pH scale is used to measure the acidity of a solution. The lower the pH, the more acidic a
solution is, and the higher the pH, the more basic a solution is. Ocean uptake of anthropogenic
CO2 leads to a decline in the pH of the world’s surface oceans, and can negatively impact many
marine ecosystems (Duarte et al., 2013; Caldeira and Wickett, 2003). Because pH indicates
acidity levels, it is also an indicator of ocean acidification.
1.4.2 Chlorophyll-a
Chlorophyll-a concentrations, often found in algal blooms, are a good indicator for eutrophic areas
(Blom, 2018), and therefore may be considered as a guiding variable for CO2 levels in a marine
area. Eutrophication occurs when there is an increase in the concentration of plant nutrients in an
ecosystem and is susceptible to additional CO2. Because these blooms form due to an
abundance of CO2, blooms can indicate marine areas that are sensitive to an increase of CO2
levels and therefore also ocean acidification (van Beusekom et al., 2018). Eutrophication in
coastal areas can have socioeconomic and ecological costs, such as negatively impacting
agriculture, tourism, water quality, food web resilience, and marine habitats (van Beusekom et al.,
2018).
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1.4.3 Temperature
Rising temperature levels in the ocean due to anthropogenic activity may also negatively impact
marine organisms. Circulatory and ventilatory systems of marine species may struggle to keep
pace with increased O2 demands at higher temperatures (Pörter & Knust, 2007, as cited in
Munday et al., 2009). Additionally, some species, such as some coral reef fish, are sensitive to
relatively small increases in maximum summer temperatures. Changes in ocean temperatures
may also cause marine fish to shift in their geographic distribution to higher latitudes (Munday et
al., 2009). Therefore, even small temperature changes can have large impacts, and may indicate
areas where ocean acidification occur.
1.4.4 Salinity
It is important to consider that salinity may impact ocean acidification. One way that salinity levels
may change in the future is due to heavy precipitation induced by climate change. It is expected
that this heavy precipitation may reduce surface salinity in some regions of the world (Groisman
et al., 1999, as cited in Ko et al., 2014). A change in salinity levels can negatively impact marine
species such as the oyster Crassostrea gigas, which lives in the Pacific Ocean. At elevated salinity
levels, it was found that these oysters would need a higher energy demand, and could negatively
impact their growth (Ko et al., 2014).
1.4.5 Total alkalinity
Total alkalinity is the capacity of water to resist changes in pH, which could make the water more
acidic. Changing total alkalinity levels are connected to changing salinity and temperature levels
(Lee et al., 2006). In subtropical regions, changes in salinity in the waters consequently impacts
variations in surface total alkalinity (Lee et al., 2006). Additionally, when sea surface temperatures
increase, there is a decrease in total alkalinity. Because total alkalinity is impacted by salinity and
temperature, it is important to take into consideration how this make impact ocean acidification
as well.

2 Problem description
Measuring DIC levels in the ocean is a challenge. Over the decades, DIC has been directly
sampled using ship-based bottle measurements. Even though approximately 330,000 bottle
measurements have been taken over the past 30 years, spatio-temporal limitations have made it
difficult to understand natural seasonal DIC dynamics (Ket et al., 2000, as cited in Sasse et al.,
2013). Additionally, divergent biological and mixing regimes throughout the ocean have made it
difficult to use linear empirical techniques to measure DIC on a global scale (Sasse et al., 2013).
While the use of satellites to study the ocean has increased over the years, how to infer and
diagnose short term carbon dynamics still remains unclear (Sasse et al., 2013). Additionally,
literature using satellite data to infer DIC levels is non-existent at the moment.
However, direct sampling of DIC is often taken along with variables such as temperature, salinity,
and total alkalinity. By knowing these variables, it may be possible to derive an empirical
relationship between one or more of these variables with DIC (Sasse et al., 2013). If a relationship
can be derived, then it may be possible to estimate DIC levels. However, due to the influence of
local marine characteristics and seasonal variations, at the moment DIC calculations for an area
are limited temporally and spatially. There is also the possibility that a variable that has a strong
relationship with DIC may not have been considered in this thesis.
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Besides DIC predicting an area’s sensitivity to added CO2, another factor that must be considered
is how present day shipping routes may impact areas in the future. If the GasDrive ship’s design
becomes a global success, it can be assumed that these ships will follow current shipping routes.
Therefore, it is important to consider how shipping routes may increase an area’s risk to become
too acidic to support local marine ecosystems. Shipping routes in combination with estimated DIC
levels may be used as an indicator to determine the risk of sensitivity to CO2 that a marine
ecosystem may experience. Research questions have been developed to determine sensitive
locations in the study area. This will be done by interpolating data in the study area. The end
product maps are then expected to indicate sensitive areas.

3 Research objective and research questions
The main research objective of this thesis is to estimate marine ecosystems’ sensitivity to
underwater CO2 release by GasDrive ships. Found sensitivity levels will be presented using a
map. To fulfill the research objective, the following research questions will be answered:
Research questions:
1. How to interpolate DIC for the study areas with the aim to determine sensitivity to added CO2?
2. How accurate are the estimated DIC levels to added CO2 in the study areas compared to
other data interpolations that measure DIC?
3. How can the risk of marine areas’ CO2 sensitivity be estimated using cargo shipping routes
and estimated DIC levels?
4. How do the estimated sensitivity levels to added CO2 in the study areas compare to aragonite
saturation levels?

4 Reading Guide
Chapter 2 provides additional literature, which aids in the understanding of various concepts.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology designed for carrying out the research questions and in
chapter 4 the results are presented. In chapter 5 the results are discussed. Recommendations
are also included in chapter 5. The last chapter, chapter 6, concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The goal of this thesis is to produce a method to indicate the sensitivity of marine areas to an
increase of CO2 using two variables: DIC and shipping routes. This chapter introduces both
variables and their relationship to ocean acidification. Other methods to study the CO2 sensitivity
of the oceans are then presented.
2.1 DIC and ocean acidification
DIC is the total concentration of all dissolved forms of inorganic carbon in a solution (Bryne, 2014).
Uptaking anthropogenic CO2 from the atmosphere leads to a process called ocean acidification,
which leads to climatic and biological effects (Salt, 2015). Therefore, it is of great importance to
monitor areas with increasing DIC.
2.2 How DIC is collected
There are several different methods to collect DIC samples. The most common technique for DIC
measurements is to use a system called the Single Operator Multi-parameter Metabolic Analyzer
(SOMMA) (Dickson et al., 2007). SOMMA has an interface with a coulometer to make high
precision DIC measurements. The most common system used for DIC samples also uses a
coulometer system, and is called a UIC Model 5011 or 5012 CO2 coulometer. This system uses
a coulometer cell with a platinum spiral cathode and silver rode anode (Dickson et al., 2007).
Sample bottles (500 cm3 volumetric flasks) may also be used to gather DIC measurements. The
sea water dispensing system dispenses an accurately known amount of sea water from a sample
bottle into the extraction system without allowing any significant exchange of CO2 with the
atmosphere (Dickson et al., 2007). Another method is to gather sea water samples and react
them with phosphoric acid in a borosilicate glass stripping chamber (Dickson et al., 2007).
2.3 How DIC can be used to study Ocean acidification
Ocean acidification is often measured by using multiple variables that are linked to carbon.
Variables are often included in one or both of two systems: the carbonate system or the marine
inorganic CO2 system (Byrne, 2014). DIC is a variable for both of these systems. Additionally,
there are methods that can be used to estimate the variables in either of these systems if it is not
possible to obtain actual measurements of the variables (Byrne, 2014). However, it is most
desirable to use actual DIC measurements to estimate the other variables, as standard
coulometric measurements of DIC, according to Bryne (2014), are generally precise, reliable, and
accurate (Byrne, 2014).
Studies often describe six main variables in the carbonate system to estimate ocean acidification.
These six main variables are: DIC, total alkalinity, CO2, HCO3-, CO32-, and H+ (Perretti et al., 2018).
All of these six variables are in thermodynamic equilibrium and have known constants. Four
equations can then be conveyed with these variables (Perretti et al., 2018). Therefore, if two of
the six variables are known, it is then possible to use the four equations to solve for the other four
variables. However, whichever two variables chosen to estimate the unknown variables will
directly affect uncertainty of the estimated variables (Perretti et al., 2018).
Ocean acidification can also be studied using the marine inorganic CO2 system (Byrne, 2014).
This system has four fundamental parameters: DIC, total alkalinity, pH, and fCO2 (fugacity of
5

CO2). By using an equilibrium computational model, any two known variables can be used to
calculate the other two variables (Byrne, 2014).
Therefore, if DIC is one of the variables used to estimate the other four variables, it is important
that the DIC data collected is as accurate as possible. The next section discusses how accurate
measurements of DIC can be found.
2.4 How DIC has been estimated in previous studies
A method that estimated DIC levels was carried out by Bittig et al. 2018. In this study, two methods
were developed to estimate DIC, as well as oceanic alkalinity, and pH and pCO2 (partial pressure
of CO2). These variables were estimated from temperature, salinity, oxygen, and geolocation
data. Both methods used Bayesian neural network mapping (a method of deep learning using
Bayes’ theorem). The first method accurately reproduces GLODAPv2 bottle data and the
biogeochemical relation contained therein. The second method combines all four carbonate
system variables (oceanic alkalinity, DIC, pH, and pCO2) to give a consistent state of the
carbonate system (Bittig et al., 2018). Both methods were validated against bottle data. The
conclusion of this study found that both methods can reproduce the variability that is present in
the training data (Bittig et al., 2018). However, the researchers noted that these methods
demonstrate that these neural network mappings give comparable results to a classical
climatology for basin and multi-year scales. Therefore, both methods provide a promising
technique to fill spatial and temporal gaps (Bittig et al., 2018).
Researchers Yasunaka et al. (2013) estimated DIC levels in the North Pacific Ocean. They did
this using gridded data sets of pCO2, total alkalinity, sea salt temperature, phosphate, and silicate
in the surface water. From these variables, they were able to calculate DIC levels using the
CO2SYS program developed by Lewis and Wallace (1998) and van Heuven et al. (2009)
(Yasunaka et al., 2013).They produced 84 monthly sea surface DIC concentration maps from
2002 to 2008. To verify the accuracy of their maps, Yasunaka et al. (2013) compared their DIC
estimates with DIC concentration measurements from research vessels at ocean time series
stations. They found that the DIC concentrations agreed well for the mean values, and also for
the seasonal variations (Yasunaka et al., 2013). Bias between the estimations and the
observations was less than 0.5% of the mean values at all stations. The researchers state that
the method and results this study used appears to yield promising outputs for estimating DIC data.
However, this study was only confined to the North Pacific ocean, because of the limitation of
obtainable extensive pCO2 observations (Yasunaka et al., 2013). Therefore, future work following
a similar method would also need to consider the quantity and quality of pCO2 observations.
Sasse et al. (2013) investigated and developed a nonlinear empirical approach to globally predict
DIC in the ocean from hydrographic properties (temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and
nutrients). They discovered that the benefit of a nonlinear approach was that once the empirical
relationship is established, it can be applied to hydrographic datasets that have better spatiotemporal coverage than historical sampling, and therefore provide an additional constraint to
diagnose ocean carbon dynamics globally (Sasse et al., 2013).
All three studies used different techniques to estimate DIC levels and used variables related to
DIC to do so. Each study also produced positive results. This reveals that there are many ways
to perform DIC estimations and different technology can be used to measure DIC. In this thesis,
a simpler method using only temperature to estimate DIC is explored.
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2.5 The present day situation of shipping activity
2.5.1 The increase of marine traffic
Shipping activity today mainly consists of ships carrying goods for trade. Due to the economy
becoming more globalized, the number of shipping activity increased (Bollmann et al., 2010). In
the past few decades, the demand for more ships to carry goods caused transportation costs to
fall and for ships to increase in size. Marine traffic also increased, due to several factors noted by
Bollmann et al. (2010). First, the development of larger ships allowed for more goods to be carried
at once, reducing shipping costs. The speed of ships also improved, newer ships are able to go
almost twice as fast as ships in the past decades were able to go. Ship design has gone through
innovation, with designs today aiming to reduce fuel consumption and construction costs while
increasing safety. Specialization in the types of ships made (ex: tankers, bulk carriers, general
cargo ships) speeds up cargo handling and reduces cost per transported unit. Lastly, automation
technologies (for example computerized navigation and GPS) reduces the number of crew and
improves safety standards (Bollmann et al., 2010). These innovations allowed for easier handling
of the imports and exports of goods for trading throughout the world, and will continue to persist.
However, the impacts of this marine traffic on local marine areas needs further research.
2.5.2 How shipping routes depend on the global economy
According to Bollmann et al. (2010), the single most significant cargo worldwide is crude oil, which
accounts for roughly a quarter of all goods transported by sea. The major importers are the
European Union, the United States of America, and Japan. Because all three are supplied by the
Middle East, the main shipping routes therefore connect these three countries to this part of the
world. Coal is also a large commodity in trade, and is also represented in major shipping routes;
from Australia and South Africa to Western Europe and Japan, and also from Colombia and the
East Coast of the United States to Western Europe. Routes from Indonesia and the West Coast
of the United States to Japan are also major (Bollmann et al., 2010).
The busiest principal transport routes for commercial goods include routes to the ports of Europe,
East Asia, and the United States. The East Coast of the United States in particular is a major
sender and receiver of cargo. Additionally, because China produces many goods, many ships
travel from here (Bollmann et al., 2010). Therefore, it can be seen that the routes and their traffic
today depend on the global economy and what goods are in demand throughout the world.
2.5.3 Global shipping frequency
It is important to consider the frequency of shipping routes when considering how shipping may
impact CO2 sensitivity of a marine area. One study Kaluza et al. (2010), estimated the frequency
of global cargo shipping routes (Error! Reference source not found.). Data to make the map
came from the maritime database Lloyd’s Register Fairplay, which has a database called Seaweb. Sea-web’s arrival and departure records for cargo ships larger than 10,000 GT (which
makes up 93 percent of the world’s total capacity for cargo ship transport) during the year 2007
with automictic identification systems (AIS) equipment were used to make the map (Kaluza et
al., 2010). As can be seen, the highest shipping route frequency occurs around coasts; these
routes frequent major ports. There are also some high frequency shipping routes between North
America and Europe and between North America and Asia. The high marine traffic in these
routes, (and therefore higher emission levels) may point to higher CO2 sensitivity in such areas,
however, further research is needed to confirm this.
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Figure 2: Frequency of cargo shipping routes larger than 10,000 GT for the year 2007, (Kaluza et al.,
2010.)

2.6 How shipping activity adds to the oceans’ sensitivity
World shipping is responsible for about 3 percent of global CO2 emissions. Of the total emissions
from the transportation sector, shipping accounts for 10 percent (road traffic 73 percent, air traffic
12 percent) (International Maritime Organization, as cited in Bollmann et al., 2010). Additionally,
unless further measures are taken to protect the climate, emissions from ships could
approximately become three times as large (Bollmann et al., 2010). Ships produce Sulfur oxides
(SOx) and Nitrogen oxides (NOx), which contribute to ocean acidification. SOx are produced during
combustion of sulfur containing fuels. The amount of SOx produced is directly related to the sulfur
content of the fuel (Hassellov et al., 2013). NOx form from nitrogen in the air during high
temperature/ high pressure combustion (Hassellov et al., 2012). These emissions, in addition to
carbon monoxides and volatile organic compounds, will lead to enhanced surface ozone
formation and methane oxidation, and this affects the greenhouse warming (Endresen et al.,
2003).
2.7 How the sensitivity of oceans has been measured in other studies
This thesis aims to measure marine waters’ sensitivity to additional CO2 using only DIC and
shipping routes. However, other methods using other variables can also measure sensitivity. It is
therefore important to be aware of other such research.
2.7.1 Buffer Capacity
One way to monitor ocean acidification levels is to calculate the buffer capacity of a marine region.
Buffer capacities are defined as the maximum amount of either a strong acid or strong base that
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can be added to a liquid before a significant change in pH will occur (“The Buffer Capacity,” n.d.).
Buffer capacities in oceans can be measured using the Revelle factor. The Revelle factor
measures the resistance to atmospheric CO2 being absorbed by the ocean surface layer
(McCracken, 2015). This is done by finding the fractional change in partial pressure carbon
dioxide (pCO2) over the fractional change in dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) (Egleston, 2010).
The Revelle factor determines seawater’s sensitivity to an increase in atmospheric CO2 and levels
of anthropogenic CO2 in the water. The Revelle factor is a ratio with whole number units that
typically range from 8 to 16 (Sabine et al., 2004; Figure 3). This information is valuable to
determine sensitive marine areas and reveal information about current CO2 levels in the ocean.
The lower the Revelle factor, the more CO2 the ocean can absorb before a significant change in
its composition is made (meaning that it has a larger buffer capacity). Therefore oceans with lower
Revelle factors have a higher concentration of anthropogenic CO2 and are less vulnerable to the
emission of ships. Understanding how buffer capacities can change through the years can reveal
how and which marine areas are becoming more sensitive.
2.7.2 Multiple anthropogenic drivers
Halpern et al. (2008) developed an ecosystem specific, multi scale model to synthesize 17 global
data sets of anthropogenic drivers of ecological change for 20 marine ecosystems. They created
a map of global cumulative human impact across 20 ocean ecosystem types using a predicted
cumulative impact score equation that factors in anthropogenic drivers, specific locations,
ecosystems, and impact weights for anthropogenic drivers (Halpern et al., 2008). A follow up on
this study was released in 2015 (Halpern et al., 2015), where calculations and mapping were done
to study the change over five years (from 2008 to 2013) of cumulative impacts to marine
ecosystems. Factors analyzed include climate change and ocean and land-based stressors.
Results showed increase human impact, driven mostly by climate change pressures (Halpern et
al., 2015).
2.7.3 Chlorofluorocarbon
Another method to determine CO2 sensitivity in the ocean was done was by examining a
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) data set from 1980 to 1999. CFCs are nontoxic, non-flammable
chemicals containing atoms of carbon, chlorine, and fluorine (Team, 2005). By studying the
distribution of CFCs in the ocean, one can estimate anthropogenic CO2 levels in the ocean.
Oceanic CFC distribution can provide valuable information about the rates and pathways of water
mass ventilation processes (McNeil, 2003). Graphs were made to model CFC concentrations in
oceans using the CFC age technique, as direct use of CFC concentration to infer anthropogenic
CO2 accumulation in oceans is problematic (McNeil, 2003). These findings can also be used for
comparison.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology to achieve each research question. Figure 3 provides an
overview of the steps taken to realize the research objectives. All processing was done in ArcGIS
10.5 (ESRI). Microsoft Excel 2016 was used for preprocessing the datasets, for linear regression
analysis, and for calculation of R-squared values. A detailed methodology and the models used
in ArcGIS to create all maps are available in Appendix 1.
The main research objective of this thesis was to determine marine ecosystems’ sensitivity to
underwater CO2 release by GasDrive ships. As explained in the introduction chapter, the variables
chosen to estimate marine ecosystems’ sensitivity are DIC and shipping routes. To carry out the
estimation, as well as to determine how accurate these estimations are, the main research
objective is broken down into four research objectives. The steps taken to carry out each research
objective are outlined in this chapter.
Before any of the research questions could be performed, a preliminary step needed to be done
first, which was obtaining and changing the projection of a global shapefile map to be used for
the maps in this thesis. A global map shapefile (https://www.naturalearthdata.com/downloads/,
10/02/2019) was used in conjunction with the DIC data and raster images in creating the maps
for this thesis. However, this map, like many global maps, has the Greenwich Meridian in the
center (centering the world on Europe). Since the study area centers on the North Pacific Ocean,
a customized projection was created to place the study area in the center of the map. The central
meridian was changed from 0 to 160. However, as the default setting for most ArcGIS layers used
in this thesis used the geographic coordinate system WGS 1984, this resulted in a distorted map
with large north and south poles. To accommodate for this, the projection was changed from WGS
1984 to Compact Miller, which is also a Mercator projection, but with constant spacing in high
latitude regions, compressing the polar areas. The settings for how the projection was changed
can be found in Appendix 1.
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RQ 1:

DIC data collection

Collecting and processing the data and
making DIC estimation maps

Collecting chlorophyll and pH raster images

Finding R-squared values

Collecting temperature rasters
Defining the size of each study area

Interpolating DIC for the study area

RQ 2:

Selection of DIC estimation maps by Yasunaka et al.
(2013) for comparison

Comparison of DIC maps
Preparation of reference maps and DIC estimation
maps for comparison

Creating the comparison maps

Another method to determine accuracy of the DIC
estimation maps

RQ 3:
Creating a CO2 sensitivity map and
a change in CO2 sensitivity map

Finding the shipping route density

Developing the CO2 sensitivity map

Developing the change in CO2 sensitivity map

RQ 4:
Comparing the sensitivity map with the
aragonite saturation map

Figure 3: Flowchart of steps taken in the
methodology. The bolded borders around a box
represent the completion of the research
question

Understanding the Aragonite Saturation map

Modifying the Aragonite saturation map to the
sensitivity scale

Subtracting the modified aragonite saturation map
from the sensitivity map
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3.1 RQ 1: How to interpolate DIC for the study areas with the aim to determine sensitivity
to added CO2?
The purpose of the first research question is to interpolate DIC variables in the study area. As
mentioned in the introduction, DIC is important to estimate as it indicates marine areas that are
susceptible to ocean acidification. DIC samples used for estimation were collected from shipping
projects. Interpolating DIC for the study areas involved collecting DIC data and well as data for
the environmental variables (pH, chlorophyll, total alkalinity, salinity, temperature). Based on the
best R-squared value of an environmental variable (which is also the independent variable) with
DIC, this independent variable was chosen as a covariant in estimating DIC levels, with the final
outcome of maps with DIC estimates for each DIC dataset.
3.1.1 DIC data collection
The DIC data selected was based on: 1) data from recent years (2008 and onwards) ; 2) due to
DIC often being mislabeled as TCARBN, each potential dataset was examined to verify it
contained actual DIC data; 3) since this thesis is aimed towards the study of the GasDrive ships,
it is important that DIC levels were sampled ideally at a depth of 5 meters or less, as this is the
depth at which the exhaust of the ships will impact the sea. However, elimination of the DIC
datasets to the ideal 5 meters did not yield enough data. Therefore, once DIC datasets were
gathered, it was assessed whether the samples were drawn from a depth of 10 meters or less.
These three selection criteria were run through all collected DIC data in order to obtain DIC data
that would best meet the requirements to estimate the sensitivity of marine environments
concerning the impact of the GasDrive ship.
After running these requirements through potential DIC datasets, one of the datasets that met
these requirements came from a project that ran between 2008 and 2012 in the North Pacific
Ocean between Hong Kong and Long Beach, California. Ultimately, it was chosen to only use
datasets from this project for this thesis research. This project’s datasets were chosen because
of the high quantity of DIC data. The data from this project was collected from shipboard seawater
intake (direct sampling) on transects using the M/V OOCL Tianjin and the M/V OOCL Tokyo
cruises, as part of the NPac Cont Ship project (Table 1). Not all datasets from this project were
used. Five datasets between the years 2011 and 2012 were chosen to represent this area, as
these years are the most recent years available. Data was also chosen based on the least amount
of missing (NA) DIC data points, and data representing different seasons. All DIC data samples
were collected 10 meters below the sea surface. Salinity, temperature, and total alkalinity were
also sampled for each dataset. Detailed information on the gathered DIC data can be found in
Appendix 2.
Table 1: Information on selected datasets.

Name
of
dataset
May_2011
Jun_Jul_2011
Sep_Oct_2011
Jan_Feb_2012
May_2012

Collection dates

Number of data
samples taken
May 16 – May 29, 2011
48
June 27 – July 9, 2011
48
September 20 – October 2, 50
2011
January 25 – February 6, 2012 59
April 30 – May 13, 2012
47

Percentage of NA
DIC data points
6.25
25
14
30
29
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3.1.2 Collecting chlorophyll and pH raster images
Estimating DIC levels requires using an independent variable as a guide. Several independent
variables were considered: total alkalinity, chlorophyll, salinity, temperature, and pH. Data for
each independent variable was needed for later finding the R-squared values to determine which
correlated the best with DIC. These independent variables were chosen because of their
accessibility and from literature (refer to section 1.4 in the Introduction chapter) While data for
salinity, total alkalinity, and temperature were collected along with the DIC values, data for
chlorophyll and pH were not. Therefore, data for these variables were extrapolated from raster
images.
3.1.2.1 Chlorophyll rasters
Raster images of chlorophyll data for the years 2011 and 2012 were downloaded
(https://neo.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/view.php?datasetId=MY1DMM_CHLORA, 22/03/2019) from the
NASA Earth Observation (NEO) webpage (“Chlorophyll Concentration”, n.d.). These images were
taken from the satellites Terra MODIS and Aqua MODIS, which are produced monthly by NASA.
They were set to the scale that the raster images originally used for chlorophyll, namely 0.01 – 60
mg/m3. Missing data values were estimated by using statistical information from the surrounding
data values. Using ArcGIS, no data values in the rasters were derived from neighboring cell values
using focal statistics.
3.1.2.2 pH rasters
Raster images from NASA representing annual global pH data were used to estimate pH values
in the study areas. The images were uploaded onto ArcGIS and then georeferenced. The raster
calculator was used to set the pixels to the pH scale (ranging from 8.3 to 7.7 in this case). Missing
values were then estimated in ArcGIS the same way as was done with the chlorophyll data.
3.1.2 Finding R-squared values
The first step for interpolating DIC for the study areas was to determine how well the DIC samples
correlated with the independent variables alkalinity, temperature, salinity, pH, and chlorophyll
concentration. Correlation was found by calculating the R-squared value of DIC with each
independent variable, using linear regression. This allowed for the DIC data to be measured to
see how close it fitted the regression line for each independent variable. For each dataset, the
variable with the highest R-squared value was then used as a coefficient of determination as an
aid in guiding DIC estimations for the study area. A high R-squared value indicates a high
correlation with DIC, and thus is a good candidate to carry out estimations of DIC for the entire
study area. A data matrix was made with the R-squared values for all the potential variables to be
used, to compare R-squared values between the independent variables with each other.
To determine the R-squared values, data for alkalinity, temperature, and salinity were gathered
in the DIC datasets. For determining the R-squared values for chlorophyll and pH, raster images
of chlorophyll and pH were used (that were first processed as explained in 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). For
both the chlorophyll and pH rasters, data values in the same location as the DIC data sample
points were then found and put in a table to later perform linear regression to determine the Rsquared values. Once the highest R-squared value for each dataset was found, a raster of the
chosen variable was used in conjunction with the DIC sample points to estimate the DIC levels
for the study area. Regarding the datasets used for this thesis, all of the highest R-squared values
belonged to the temperature variable, and therefore rasters of monthly temperature were used.
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3.1.3 Collecting temperature rasters
Because temperature in this case was the chosen variable to estimate DIC levels, global raster
images depicting temperature levels for the same month and year as the DIC data were collected.
These
temperature
rasters
were
gathered
from
NASA
(https://neo.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/view.php?datasetId=AVHRR_CLIM_M, 06/03/2019), derived from
Terra MODIS and Aqua MODIS satellites (“Average Sea Surface Temperature”, n.d.). They were
uploaded on to ArcGIS as GeoTIFF rasters, and then set to the temperature scale that they
originally used on the NASA website, namely -2 to 35 °C. The rasters were then projected to the
customized Compact Miller projection. Null values were estimated the same way as was done for
the chlorophyll and pH rasters. This raster was then used to guide in estimating the DIC levels for
each study area.
3.1.4 Defining the size of each study area
Estimations of DIC levels for each dataset only extend to a particular geographical size, as after
a certain threshold, DIC estimations are no longer reliable, as they are no longer spatially
correlated. To determine when DIC estimations are no longer reliable, a border for each study
area needed to be determined. One way to determine this border was to use a semivariogram. A
semivariogram is a function that depicts the spatial autocorrelation of measured sample points.
All semivariogram models tend to follow a similar shape, where the graph slowly increases, and
then eventually levels out, as seen in Figure 4. The point at which a semivariogram levels out is
called the range. Sample locations before this leveling out of the graph are spatially auto
correlated, whereas sample distances after this leveling out, the range, are not. Therefore, by
looking at where the x value of the point of the range is, this number (representing distance) can
then be used to create a buffer around each of the DIC data points, as demonstrated in Figure 5.
Each DIC dataset had a different range and therefore a separate study area was made for each
dataset.

Figure 4: Semivariogram for data from May 2012. The units are in meters. The red arrow
indicates the end of the range for the data. In this case, the range is 7118 km.
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7118k

Figure 5: Study area extent. The range found in the semivariogram is used to determine the
extent of the study area by creating a uniform buffer around the DIC data collection points.
This is the study area for May 2012, so the buffer distance is 7118 km, as indicated by the
red line.

3.1.5 Interpolating DIC for the study area
Cokriging was used to estimate the DIC levels for the entire study area. Cokriging is a method to
estimate values for a poorly sampled variable (in this case DIC), with the help of a well-sampled
variable (the independent variable, in this case temperature). To use cokriging, it is required that
the variables are highly correlated (this was confirmed by the high R-squared values between DIC
and temperature). Highly correlated in this case meant R-squared values 0.6 and above. This
threshold was chosen because all independent variable R-squared values less than 0.6 were
significantly less than 0.6. Because of this natural divide in the data between values less than 0.6
and variables more than 0.6, it was decided to use variables 0.6 and higher as highly correlated.
The equation used for cokriging can be seen in equation 1.
Cokriging was chosen as the interpolation method because it allows for the use of one or more
variables for predictions. The inputs for the cokriging were the corresponding DIC dataset and the
monthly temperature raster. After the exact size of the study area was determined for each
dataset, the cokriging raster was clipped to the study area boundary for each dataset, as cokriging
results beyond the study area are no longer correlated. This resulted in maps of DIC estimations
for each dataset; these DIC estimation maps were the end result for RQ 1.
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Equation 1: Simple cokriging equation.
Where:
Ṫ(x) equals a value (in this case a DIC value) at an unobserved location
mT(x) equals the known mean of T (in this case the known mean of DIC samples)
H(x) equals a variable (in this case temperature)
mH(x) equals the known mean of H (in this case the known mean of temperature)
λ equals the kriging weight

3.2

RQ 2: How accurate are the estimated DIC levels to added CO2 in the study areas
compared to other data interpolations that measure DIC?

To check the accuracy of the DIC estimation maps made for research question one, a comparison
was made with reference maps created by Yasunaka et al. (2013) who estimated monthly DIC
levels in the North Pacific Ocean for the years 2002 – 2008 ( all maps used for comparison are in
Appendix 3). This comparison was done by subtracting the maps made in research question one
from the maps made by Yasunaka et al. (2013).
3.2.1 Selection of DIC estimation maps by Yasunaka et al. (2013) for comparison
Several of the monthly DIC estimation maps by Yasunaka et al. (2013) (referred to now on as the
reference maps) were chosen to compare to DIC estimation maps made in research question
one. Table 2 shows the process carried out to choose which maps made by Yasunaka et al.
(2013) would be compared with the DIC estimation maps.
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Table 2: Methodology for how which of maps of Yasunaka et al. (2013) were chosen to use for
comparison.
Dataset name

Number of samples Month that has Yasunaka et al. (2013)’s
taken in each month
more samples
map that will be used for
comparison

May_2011

May: 44

May

May 2008

Jun_jul_2011

June: 11

July

July 2008

September

September 2008

January

January 2008

May

May 2008

July: 24
Sep_oct_2011

September: 36
October: 5

Jan_feb_2012

January: 22
February: 19

May_2012

May: 39

3.2.2: Preparation of reference maps and DIC estimation maps for comparison
To compare the reference maps with the DIC estimation maps, each set of maps needed to share
data in a common study area, share the same projection, and share the same units in their cell
values. This section describes how these alterations were accomplished.
3.2.2.1 Creating a common study area
A common study area was needed for the comparison. The DIC estimation maps were clipped to
the same size of the study area used in the reference maps, which is in the North Pacific Ocean,
between Asia and North America.
3.2.2.2 Projecting the reference maps
The reference maps were taken from the website that provided the data (http://soop.jp/grid/dic/,
12/06/2019). These maps were georeferenced and then projected to the modified Compact Miller
projection, the same projection that was used in the DIC estimation maps.
3.2.2.3 Reclassifying each set of maps
While the reference maps use a µmol/kg scale, the cell values within the images did not match to
this scale; each cell value contained a value for the red, green, and blue bands. To correct for
this, the ArcGIS tool “image classification” was used on each reference map. This involved
drawing polygons on each color on the maps to train the computer to recognize which color (and
therefor which combination of red, green, and blue values) correspond to which range of DIC
levels. Each color was automatically assigned a number. This number was then reclassified to
the correct DIC level range that corresponded with the color (taken from the scale that the
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reference maps use). The DIC estimation maps made for this thesis were changed to this same
scale by reclassifying the values.
It was decided to reclassify the DIC values used in the scale of the reference map to class values
to more easily recognize where differences were in each set of maps. The DIC values were
assigned a number from 1 to 8. Cell values belonging to land and borders were given a “NoData”
value.” The process for reclassifying the DIC values for both set of maps can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3: Reclassification of DIC scale for both set of maps.

Old Value (and the color
represented in)
1800 – 1880 (purple)
1880 – 1920 (dark blue)
1920 – 1960 (light blue)
1960 – 2000 (turquoise)
2000 – 2040 (light green)
2040 – 2080 (yellow)
2080 – 2120 (orange)
2120 – 2150 (pink)

they

are New Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.2.3 Creating the comparison maps
Reference maps were then subtracted from the DIC estimation maps that corresponded monthly,
as was determined in section 2.1. The absolute value of all classes were determined. The
resulting comparison maps show the spatial distribution of how values varied between each set
of maps.
3.2.4 Another method to determine accuracy of the DIC estimation maps
Accuracy of the DIC estimation maps made in research question 1 were also explored by plotting
the measured DIC values in each dataset with their corresponding DIC estimation map, to see if
the sample points fell in the range of the estimated DIC level for their location. Data on whether
each point fell in the estimation DIC range or not were added to excel, where the percentage of
misclassification was then calculated for each dataset.

3.3 RQ 3: How can the risk of marine areas’ CO2 sensitivity be estimated using cargo
shipping routes and estimated DIC levels?
To answer this research question, a present day CO2 sensitivity map and a map showing the
change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and preindustrial eras were created. Sensitivity to
CO2, as mentioned in the introduction, refers to areas susceptible to ocean acidification. Shipping
route data are first introduced, and the methodologies for creating the CO2 sensitivity map and
the change in CO2 sensitivity map follow.
3.3.1 Finding the shipping route density
A shipping routes layer from 2008 was used in this study (Figure 6), which was originally
developed as supplementary material for the study by Halpern et al. (2008). This shipping routes
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Figure 6: The shipping routes layer. The shipping routes layer (in purple) was used in this research
to aid in selecting CO2 sensitive areas in the study area.

layer includes commercial and research shipping route data using the Voluntary Observing Ships
project (VOS), which is part of the World Meteorological Organization (a description of the
shipping routes layer can be found in Appendix 4). This shipping routes layer was overlaid on
each of the DIC estimation layers for aid in determining the CO2 sensitive areas. As the GasDrive
ship was in the design phase of when this thesis study was performed, the ships’ impact is at the
moment unknown, which is why this study this shipping routes layer to estimate how present day
ships may impact CO2 sensitivity in marine environments.
3.3.2 Developing the sensitivity map
The sensitivity map was made by creating a yearly DIC estimation map, determining sensitivity
ranges, and then adding this map with the shipping route layer.
A yearly DIC estimation map was created using of all the maps made in RQ1, except for May
2012. The May 2012 map was not used, as the yearly DIC estimation map needed to equally
represent DIC levels for all seasons. Having two datasets from May would cause an imbalance,
and therefore May 2012 was omitted. All used DIC estimation maps were clipped to the common
study area (defined as where all DIC datasets used overlap with each other), and then averaged
together.
DIC values were assigned to sensitivity descriptions (Table 4) based on the average DIC
concentrations found in the study of Feely et al. (2009). This study used data from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), from their World Ocean Atlas of 2005, to
estimate the average DIC values for the year 2005 in all oceans. More recent DIC estimations of
the world’s oceans could not be found at this moment in time. DIC estimations were calculated
with co2sys.xls (http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/eap/models/co2sys_ver14.zip). Since most of
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the study area used in this thesis was in the North Pacific Ocean, sensitivity descriptions and
numbers were largely based on the average DIC concentration found in this ocean (1959.3 ± 42
µmol /kg). Calculated average DIC estimations in the North Indian Ocean (1951.6 ± 64 µmol/kg)
and the Arctic Ocean (2069.7 ± 36 µmol/kg) were also considered, as the study area also
contained substantial parts of these oceans. All averaged DIC calculation estimations ranged
from roughly 1900 to 2000 µmol/kg, and therefore this range was considered stable. DIC values
above this range increased in sensitivity (both with the description and the assigned number) with
the assumption that higher DIC concentrations is harmful for the marine environment. The
opposite was also posited to be true, that the lower the DIC value, the more stable the marine
environment, which is why DIC values below 1900 µmol/kg were considered stable.
Table 4 shows how the DIC values were assigned to a sensitivity description. A sensitivity value
was given alongside the sensitivity description so that the shipping route layer could be
mathematically added to the yearly DIC estimation layer. The sensitivity values ranged from 4 to
1, with 4 being stable, and 1 being high sensitivity.
The shipping route layer was reclassified so that cells containing shipping activity were given a
value of -1. Cells that did not contain shipping activity remained with the cell value of 0. Using the
raster calculator, the shipping route layer was then added to the averaged DIC estimation map
that showed in the difference in DIC values. When shipping routes were present in areas with DIC
levels of 2100 – 2150 µmol/kg (and therefore had a sensitivity value of 1), these areas then yielded
a sensitivity number of 0. Such areas were classified as high sensitivity. This resulted in the
sensitivity map. The legend for the sensitivity map used the sensitivity description but also
provides the DIC estimation range, adjusted by the shipping routes, as the shipping routes
increased the DIC estimation range in some areas.
Table 4: Distribution of sensitivity description and numbers among the DIC estimation ranges.

DIC estimations (µmol/kg)
1800 – 1950
1950 – 2000
2000 – 2050
2050 – 2100
2100 – 2150

Sensitivity description
Stable
Stable
Low Sensitivity
Medium Sensitivity
High Sensitivity

Assigned sensitivity number
4
4
3
2
1

3.3.3 Developing the map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and
preindustrial eras, adjusted by shipping routes
The map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and preindustrial eras used
a preindustrial DIC map as a baseline for how much marine environments’ sensitivity to CO2 has
changed since the beginning of the industrial era. The impact of shipping routes was then
accounted for. A description of the preindustrial map can be found in Appendix 5.
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The preindustrial map (Plumbago, 2018) showed estimated annual mean sea surface DIC levels
for the preindustrial period (1700s). The preindustrial map (Figure 7) was created using present
day DIC measurements (from GLODAP data) with the signal of anthropogenic DIC removed using
a mathematical technique (Plumbago, 2018).

Figure 7: Estimated DIC sea surface levels for the preindustrial era (Plumbago, 2018).

The preindustrial map used the Mollweide projection and was obtained in the form of a png file.
(meaning that it was not possible to project this map in to the modified Compact Miller projection).
Therefore, all other data to be used to create this map was projected into the Mollwiede projection.
These data were the common study area and the averaged DIC estimation map. The preindustrial
map was then georeferenced and clipped to the common study area layer.
The cell values in the preindustrial map contained values from the red, green, and blue bands,
rather than DIC values. Image classification was performed to correctly match the colors in the
map with the correct DIC range. This resulted in the cells containing DIC values. The DIC
estimation map was then resampled to have the same cell size as the preindustrial map. The
preindustrial map was then subtracted from the DIC estimation map. This resulted in a map that
showed the difference in DIC values. Based on the frequency and amount of values in the
histogram of this map (Figure 8), these values were arranged so that increments of 50 µmol/kg
were shown in the scale. The map was then projected into the modified compact Miller
projection.
To create the map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and the
preindustrial eras, the difference in DIC values were given a sensitivity description based on the
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magnitude of change, based on educated reasoning that the higher the difference in DIC values,
the more sensitive the area must be (Table 5). The same range of sensitivity numbers used in

Frequency

Table 4 was then applied. The same reclassified shipping route layer that was used in the
sensitivity map was then added, resulting in the map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity
between present day and the preindustrial eras. The legend for this map used the sensitivity
description but also provides the difference in DIC values, adjusted by the shipping routes, as the
shipping routes layer increased the difference in DIC values in some areas.

Difference of DIC values

Figure 8: Histogram of the map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and
preindustrial eras, adjusted by shipping routes. Intervales used in the change in CO2 sensitvity map were
based on frequency. Since most difference of values occurred from 0 to roughly 180 µmol/kg, values in this
range were used to determine the intervales.
Table 5: Distribution of the sensitivity description and numbers among the difference in DIC values.

Current values in the change in CO2
sensitivity map
<0
0 – 50
50 – 100
100 – 150
>150

Sensitivity description
NA
Stable
Low sensitivity
Medium sensitivity
High sensitivity

Assigned
sensitivity number
NA
4
3
2
1
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3.4 RQ4: How do the estimated sensitivity levels to added CO2 in the study areas compare
to aragonite saturation levels?
The aim of this research question was to evaluate the accuracy of the sensitivity map made in
RQ3. This was done by comparing it to an aragonite saturation map, which also measures the
sensitivity of the ocean’s water.
3.4.1 Understanding the aragonite Saturation map
The chosen map for comparison showed modeled global levels of aragonite saturation of the sea
surface for the year 2000. This map was created by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in
Massachusetts, United States (Figure 9). Aragonite saturation is a measure of calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) ion concentration. Aragonite is one of the more soluble forms of CaCO3, this is important
to track because it is used by marine organisms with CaCO3 structures (Harris et al., 2013). When
aragonite saturation levels fall below 1, skeletons and shells built using aragonite begin to dissolve
(Harris et al., 2013; Fabry et al., 2008), and these organisms then struggle to survive. Therefore,
aragonite saturation is an accurate indicator for ocean acidification. The sensitivity of corals and
marine organisms with CaCO3 structures to Aragonite saturation values is indicated below the
scale bar of Figure 9. These values are based on previous research: Guinotte et al. (2003)
identifies values between 3 and 4 as adequate and Fabry et al. (2008) identifies values above 4
as optimal and values below 3 as extremely low.
3.4.2 Modifying the aragonite saturation map to the sensitivity scale
The cells in the aragonite saturation map contained values from the red, green, and blue bands,
rather than aragonite saturation values. Image classification was performed to match the colors
in the map with the correct aragonite saturation value, resulting in the cells having aragonite
saturation values. To compare the aragonite saturation map with the sensitivity map, both maps
needed to use the same units. Therefore, the aragonite saturation values in the aragonite
saturation map were reclassified to use the same sensitivity description and values that were
applied to the sensitivity map (Table 6). Classification was based on the sensitivity of corals and
marine organisms with CaCO3 structures to aragonite saturation values, as determined by
Guinotte et al. (2003) and Fabry et al. (2008).

3.4.3 Subtracting the modified aragonite saturation map from the sensitivity map
To compare the aragonite saturation image with the sensitivity map, both needed to have the
same cell size. Therefore, the aragonite saturation map was resampled to have the same cell size
as the sensitivity map. The sensitivity map was subtracted from the aragonite saturation map, and
the absolute values were found for the difference in sensitivity values. This resulted in a
comparison map that showed how the sensitivity values in the sensitivity map differed with the
sensitivity values in the aragonite saturation map.
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Extremely low (high sensitivity)

Adequate (low
sensitivity)

Optimal (stable)

Figure 9: Modeled global levels of sea surface aragonite saturation for the year 2000 (Joyce, nd).
Guinotte et al. (2003) identifies values between 3 and 4 as adequate. Fabry et al. (2008) identifies
values above 4 as optimal and values below 3 as extremely low.

Table 6: Distribution of aragonite saturation values to sensitivity description and number.
Aragonite saturation value Sensitivity description
5
4
3
2
1

stable
low sensitivity
high sensitivity
high sensitivity
high sensitivity

Assigned
number
4
3
1
1
1

sensitivity
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Chapter 4: Results
This chapter covers the results found for each research question. First, the results for research
question 1 are presented here; how the DIC estimation maps for each dataset were created are
described. Results for research question 2, regarding the accuracy of the DIC estimations with
other DIC estimations by Yasunaka et al. (2013) are then presented. Next, the results for the third
research question concerning how current cargo shipping routes add to the CO2 sensitivity of
marine areas along with DIC are given. Finally, for the fourth research question, results of the
comparison between the sensitivity map and the aragonite saturation map are given.

4.1 Sensitivity to CO2
4.1.1 DIC Data Collection
The qualified DIC (Table 7) data came from three regions: the Southern Indian Ocean, the North
Pacific Ocean, and the East Coast of the United States. The North Pacific Ocean provided the
highest quantity of data and due to time limitations, it was decided to only focus on this region.
The DIC samples were collected along a similar route across the North Pacific Ocean from Hong
Kong to Long Beach, California (location of each dataset in Figure 10).
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Table 7: The qualified DIC datasets. Green rows indicate datasets that were selected for analysis. sst
stands for sea salt temperatures, sal stands for salinity, temp stands for temperature, and talk stands for
total alkalinity.

File name
Southern
Ocean

Sample Other
DIC or depth
elements
Year Month TCarbn (meters) included

Number Percent
of data of data
points
missing

Indian

local_DIC_19_2011
DIC_data_9_2012

2011 jan, feb DIC
jan,
feb,
2012 mar
DIC

5

sal, temp, talk 756

0

5

sal, temp, talk 1407

0

DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 62

29

DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 48

6.25

North pacific Ocean
local_DIC_8_2011
local_DIC_9_2011

feb,
2011 mar

local_DIC_10_2011

2011 may
sep,
2011 oct

DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 50

14

local_DIC_2_2011

2011 jun, jul DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 48

25

local_DIC_11_2012

2012 jan, feb DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 59

30

local_DIC_12_2012

10

sal, temp, talk 65

54

local_DIC_13_2012

2012 jul, aug DIC
nov,
2012 dec
DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 58

50

local_DIC_14_2012

2012 may

DIC

10

sal, temp, talk 47

29

local_DIC_3_2008

2008 oct

DIC

10

sal, temp, alk

62

21

local_DIC_4_2008

DIC

10

sal, temp, alk

40

40

local_DIC_5_2008

2008 nov
nov,
2008 dec

DIC

10

sal, temp, alk

45

50

local_DIC_6_2009

2009 jan

DIC

0

sal, temp, talk 49

26

local_DIC_7_2009

2009 apr

DIC

4

sal, temp, talk 43

30

2015 jun, jul DIC

0

sst, sal, alk,pH 233

0

US East Coast
DIC_data_6_2015

26

North
America

Asia

North Pacific Ocean

Figure 10: DIC sampling sites from selected DIC datasets.

4.1.2 Environmental variables relationship
Linear regression was used for salinity, temperature, alkalinity, pH, and chlorophyll against DIC
respectively. The highest R-squared values was shown in the independent variable of
temperature (Table 8). All other independent variables had very little correlation with DIC. The
one exception was for salinity for the dataset of September and October 2011 (sep_oct_2011),
where the R-squared value was 0.641.
4.1.3 Study area sizes
The exact size of each study area for each DIC dataset was found using the range of the
corresponding semivariogram. Figure 11 shows the semivariograms generated for each DIC
dataset. DIC datasets that have a shorter range in the semivariogram result in a smaller study
area and vice versa. When the ranges are ordered from largest to smallest, as can be seen in
Table 9, September and October 2011 has the largest range with 8435 km, and each dataset
chronologically (seasonally-wise) decreases in size (8215, 7380, 7118, 6402 km, respectively).
The range for both May 2011 and May 2012 are similar in size, 7380 km and 7118 km,
respectively. The size of the study area for each dataset can be seen in Figure 12. For all datasets,
the study area encompasses mainly the Pacific Ocean, a part of the Indian Ocean, and part of
the North Atlantic Ocean.
Table 8: R-squared values for each independent variable. The independent variable with
squared value for each dataset (highlighted in green) was chosen to use for cokriging.
May_2011
Jun_Jul_2011 Sep_Oct_2011
Jan_Feb_2012
DIC vs ALK
0.057
0.123
0.467
0.026
DIC vs TEMP
0.064
0.892
0.862
0.764
DIC vs SAL
0.133
0.059
0.641
0.042
DIC vs CHL
0.007
0.106
0.039
0.025
DIC vs pH
0.038
0.010
0.019
0.001

the highest RMay_2012
0.100
0.739
0.053
0.054
0.020
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a)

b)

May 2011, range = 7380 km

June and July 2011, range = 6402 km

28

c)

September and October 2011, range = 8435 km

d)

January and February 2012, range = 8215 km

29

e)

May 2012, range = 7118 km
Figure 11: Semivariograms of all DIC datasets with the range for each, in kilometers, rounded to
the nearest whole number. Red points are binned points, blue crosses are averaged points. The
black arrows indicate where the range occurs. The datasets and ranges that are displayed are
May 2011 with a range of 7380 km a), June and July 2011 with a range of 6402 km b),
September and October 2011 with a range of 8435 km c), January and February 2012 with a
range of 8215 km d), and May 2012 with a range of 7118 km e).
Table 9: Ranges of semivariograms organized by season.
Dataset
Sep_Oct_2011
Jan_Feb_2012
May_2011
May_2012
Jun_Jul_2011

Range (in km)
8435
8215
7380
7118
6402

30

May 2011

September and October 2011

June and July 2011

January and February 2012

May 2012

Figure 12: Estimated DIC levels for each dataset.
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4.1.4 DIC estimates
Results of the cokriging interpolations (using temperature as the guiding variable) to estimate DIC
levels for the study area for each dataset can be seen in Figure 12. DIC distributions were varied
between each dataset, in terms of percentage of the total number of DIC estimations for each
study area (Figure 13). Regarding the behavior of the DIC levels geographically, in all the DIC
estimations (except for September and October 2011), there are high DIC levels south of the
Bering Strait (the area between Russia and Alaska) (Figure 12). All estimations also show lower
DIC levels in Southeast Asia. It can be noted that for May 2011, June and July 2011, May 2012,
and partially January and February 2012, higher DIC levels are located towards the North Pole.
The dataset for June and July 2011 has the most variation in DIC levels, spanning from 1805
µmol/kg to 2076 µmol/kg. September and October 2011 appears to have the least amount of
variation with estimated DIC values spanning from 1929 to 2000 µmol/kg. The highest levels of
estimated DIC are found in May 2012, with levels reaching up to 2131 µmol/kg, however such
levels occur so rarely that they do not show up in the graph. In comparison with May 2011, the
highest level is at 2098 µmol/kg. The lowest levels of estimated DIC can be found in June and
July 2011, with levels as low as 1805 µmol/kg. Considering all DIC datasets, DIC levels seem to
occur the most often in the range of 1950 to 2050 µmol/kg.
DIC levels vary seasonally, as seen in Figure 12: Estimated DIC levels for each dataset. The size of
the study area is correlated with the seasons. When the ranges are ordered from largest to
smallest, September and October 2011 has the largest range with 8435 km, and each dataset
chronologically (seasonally-wise) decreases in size (8215, 7380, 7118, 6402 km, respectively).
The reasoning behind this is unknown.

Figure 13: Percentages of DIC levels for each cokriging interpolation. Each dataset
(represented by different colors) has a different distribution of DIC estimation values.
Distributions for each dataset add up to 100.
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4.2 Accuracy of DIC levels
4.2.1 Comparison maps
The comparison maps made for each set of reference maps and the DIC estimation maps show
how similar each set of DIC level estimations for the North Pacific Ocean were (Figure 14:

Difference in values between the DIC estimation maps made by Yasunakaet al., (2013) and the DIC
estimation maps made in this thesis, for the study area extent of Yasunaka et al., (2013)’s maps.). The

image classification tool used to determine the cell values in the reference maps yielded errors in
some of the classified areas of the maps (the dashed grid in the reference maps can be seen to
be wrongly classified as DIC values), yet the general area of DIC classification is clear. It can be
seen that for almost all maps, most values fall between 0 and 1, with some pockets of areas with
the values 2 and 3. Areas where there are no differences in DIC estimations between the two sets
of maps (and therefore have a value of 0) generally occur west of the United States, below the
Bering Strait, and south of Japan.
4.2.2 Percentage of misclassification of the data points
Percentage of misclassification of the data points in each dataset based on the estimated DIC
levels were found (Table 10). Total percentages of data points misclassified ranged from 12.2 to
31.43 percent. Three of the five datasets have data points misclassified higher than they actually
were. The difference within each dataset for values classified as lower or higher ranges from 4.88
to 20 percent for data points classified higher than they actually were. For data points classified
lower than they actually were, the range is less, from 7.32 to 11.43 percent.
Table 10: Information of misclassification of data points for each dataset.
Dataset
May_2011
Jun_Jul_2011
Sep_Oct_2011
Jan_Feb_2012
May_2012

Percentage of data points
classified higher than
they actually were
13.64
20
7.31
4.88
15.38

Percentage of data points
classified lower than they
actually were
9.09
11.43
9.76
7.32
10.26

Total percentage of
data
points
misclassified
22.72
31.43
17.07
12.2
25.64
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a) May 2008 and May_2011

c) September 2008 and Sep_Oct_2011

b) July 2008 and Jun_Jul_2011

d) January 2008 and Jan_Feb_2012

e) May 2008 and May 2012
Figure 14: Difference in values between the DIC estimation maps made by Yasunakaet al., (2013) and the DIC estimation
maps made in this thesis, for the study area extent of Yasunaka et al., (2013)’s maps.
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4.3 Determining Marine environments’ sensitivity to CO2
4.3.1 Shipping routes in each of the study areas
When examining the shipping routes layer (Figure 6), areas of high and low shipping activity can
be determined. Many shipping routes go from East Asia and Southeast Asia to the western side
of North and Central America. These paths travel in an arc which, due to the earth’s curvature, is
the shortest route between these continents. A great deal of shipping activity also occurs within
Southeast Asia. High shipping activity can be seen on the eastern side of North and Central
America. There is a noticeable absence of shipping activity in the Southern Pacific Ocean,
between Australia and Central and South America. There are no shipping routes towards the
Arctic, above the Bering Strait. Some shipping activity occurs in the Indian Ocean, though not as
much as in other places previously mentioned.
4.3.2 Creation of the map showing present day CO2 sensitivity, adjusted by shipping routes
The sensitivity map created can be seen in Figure 15Error! Reference source not found.. The
previously identified area of higher DIC levels (now medium and high in sensitivity) below the
Bering Strait remains; it is categorized as more sensitive than other areas. The region towards
the Arctic, above Russia and Alaska, is also determined to be more sensitive than other areas.
The waters in Southeast Asia are categorized as stable. Other areas, categorized in the color
yellow, are low in sensitivity.
4.3.3 Creation of the map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and
preindustrial eras, adjusted by shipping routes
The map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and preindustrial era,
adjusted by shipping routes (Figure 16) has areas classified as high change in CO2 sensitivity
occurring in pockets throughout the study area, with significantly large ones north of northeast
Russia, and south of Central America. Stable areas occur throughout the study area as well, with
a large pocket south of the Bering Strait and west of South America. Areas classified as having a
low and medium change in CO2 sensitivity are located throughout the study area as well.
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Present day CO2 sensitivity levels in the study area, adjusted by shipping routes

Figure 15: Sensitivity map, created with the use of the yearly DIC estimation map and the
shipping route layer. The legend uses the sensitivity description but also provides the DIC
estimation range, adjusted by the shipping routes, as the shipping routes increased the DIC
estimation range in some areas.

Change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and pre-industrial eras, adjusted by
shipping routes

Figure 16: The change in CO2 sensitivity map, created by taking into account the yearly
estimated DIC map, the shipping route layer, and the preindustrial map. The legend uses the
sensitivity description but also provides the difference in DIC values, adjusted by the shipping
routes, as the shipping routes layer increased the difference in DIC values in some areas.
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4.4 Evaluation of marine sensitivity
4.4.1 Modifying the Aragonite saturation map and creation of the comparison map
The aragonite saturation map was modified to the sensitivity description and values used by the
sensitivity map. In the modified aragonite saturation map (Figure 17), the northern half of the study
area is highly sensitive. The majority of the southern half of the study area is low in sensitivity,
with the area east of Southeast Asia classified as stable.
4.4.2 Comparison of the aragonite saturation map with the sensitivity map
The modified aragonite saturation map was then subtracted from the sensitivity map. This resulted
in a map that showed the difference in sensitivity values of each location in absolute values
(Figure 18). Values range between zero to two. A majority of the southern half of the study area
had a mixture of zero difference and a difference of one in sensitivity values. The northern half
has a mixture of a difference of one and two sensitivity values.

Figure 17: Modified aragonite saturation map.
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Difference in sensitivity values between the sensitivity map and the modified
aragonite saturation map, in absolute values

Figure 18: Comparison map of the aragonite saturation map with the sensitivity map. This map was
created by subtracting the modified aragonite saturation map from the sensitivity map.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This chapter is divided into four sections. In each section the results of each research question
are discussed. Recommendations for further research are also given.
5.1 Discussion for Research Question 1: How to interpolate DIC for the study areas with
the aim to determine sensitivity to added CO2?
5.1.1 The importance of DIC and DIC data collection
The aim of this study was to predict where ocean acidification is most likely to occur in the study
areas (the North Pacific Ocean and parts of the Indian, Atlantic, and Arctic Oceans). The variable
chosen as a predictor for ocean acidification was DIC. This variable was chosen because higher
DIC levels, as a result of the uptake of anthropogenic CO2 from the atmosphere, will lead to higher
levels of proton, bicarbonate ion and carbon dioxide concentrations, as well as a decrease in
carbonate concentrations. The changes in these chemical balances is what causes ocean
acidification to happen (Salt et al., 2015). Therefore, in areas where DIC levels are high, there is
an increased chance that ocean acidification will occur.
This study used DIC data collected from shipboard seawater intake. As mentioned in section 3.1
in the Methods chapter, DIC data was collected for this research based on various requirements.
However, for feasibility, not all DIC data that met these requirements was used. In future research,
a more extensive interpolation of DIC estimations can be processed by taking into account more
DIC data globally.
5.1.2 Environmental variables relationship
Sea surface temperature was correlated to DIC, with R-squared values ranging from 0.636 to
0.892. These findings appear to match with the findings from literature (Bakker et al., 1999;
Loukos et al., 2000; Yasanuka et al., 2013). All other environmental variables had R-squared
values lower than 0.6, except for the salinity value for dataset September and October 2011,
which had an R-squared value of 0.641. The fact that a correlation with salinity was only found
for the September and October 2011 dataset is remarkable, as literature also states that salinity,
along with temperature, correlates to DIC levels (Bakker et al., 1999; Loukos et al., 2000;
Yasanuka et al., 2013). High correction of temperature and salinity with DIC in the Pacific Ocean
can be explained by the fact that DIC is mostly controlled by the physical structure of the ocean’s
upper waters. The biological activity in the ocean’s upper waters closely follows the changes in
dynamical processes that supply the surface waters with essential nutrients (Archer et al., 1996;
Carside and Carside, 1995, as cited in Loukos et al., 2000). Because salinity and temperature at
the sea surface reflects these physical changes, they can be used to estimate the surface
concentration of DIC (Loukos et al., 2000).
Relationships between DIC with total alkalinity, chlorophyll, and pH were also explored. These
environmental variables are indicators of ocean acidification (as discussed in sections 1.4.1,
1.4.2, and 1.4.5 in the Introduction chapter) and therefore it was decided to not prematurely rule
out possible relationships with DIC. Monthly data was found for all variables except for pH, where
only yearly data could be found. Therefore, the resulting R-squared values for pH may not be the
most accurate, and it is possible that pH may actually be a suitable variable for estimating DIC
levels. Therefore, future research on the pH variable is recommended. Additionally, further
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investigation on reasons for low correlation between DIC and the other environmental variables
is also recommended.
5.1.3 Study areas and their credibility
All study areas differ slightly in size. This is the result of different ranges of the calculated
semivariograms. The ranges differ because the autocorrelation for each set of DIC data points
(which is used to find the range) differ. The autocorrelation for each data set differs due to the
variance of distance between the sample points (Mwakali et al., 2006).
The ranges of the study areas are extensive, crossing large landmasses. The calculation of the
range of data correlation for each study area does not take into account the presence or crossing
of continents or large islands, and therefore the extent of the accuracy of the DIC estimations in
the study areas can be brought into question. Water on the other side of large land masses from
where the DIC samples were taken may have different biological characteristics, which may
influence the DIC levels in different ways. For instance, different areas in the ocean may
experience different levels of upwelling and mixing processes, which brings up relatively high DIC
waters from below, yet the extent of these mixing processes can vary in different areas (Egleston
et al., 2010). Additionally, the alkalinity concentration influences the DIC levels, and since
alkalinity varies between oceans, DIC levels will vary as well (Egleston et al., 2010).
It is important to be aware that depth was not taken into account in this study. Coastal areas,
which are shallow, may have different factors that influence their DIC levels than open ocean
waters. For instance, carbon concentrations may be higher in coastal waters because of
remineralization (transformation of organic matter) that is confined to a smaller volume of water
by bathymetry (depth of water) (Ianson et al., 2003). At the coast, sub-surface concentrations of
carbon are more efficiently mixed into the surface relative to deeper offshore regions, and
therefore result in different DIC levels (Ianson et al., 2003). The behavior of DIC in open ocean
waters was also not taken into account, and would benefit from more research on what variables
influence the DIC levels. Future studies may take into consideration how land masses, coastal
areas, and distance from coast may influence the DIC levels of an area.
Besides depth, anthropogenic activity was not included in this study either. Anthropogenic activity
can change the natural variation of DIC levels in the ocean. For instance, strong acids from the
atmosphere as a result of anthropogenic activity can alter surface seawater alkalinity, pH, and
DIC storage in the ocean (Doney et al., 2007). Nutrient fertilization and pollution are other causes
for acidification (Doney et al., 2007). The extent of the influence of anthropologic activities will
vary from area to area as well, though this was not accounted for in the estimation of DIC in this
research. How these human activities influence DIC levels may be a good topic for future
exploration.
5.1.4 Observations of DIC levels in the study areas
First, it is important to note that while using standard deviation to define the intervals in the DIC
estimation maps was considered, it was ultimately decided to use equal intervals, as this would
allow for easier comparison of DIC levels between the maps. DIC estimation maps showed similar
patterns of locations of high and low DIC levels. There appears to be high levels of DIC below the
Bering Strait for all datasets (except for September and October 2011) and there are low values
of DIC in Southeast Asia. For May 2011, June and July 2011, May 2012, and partially January
and February 2012, higher DIC levels are located in the Arctic Ocean. Since only temperature
was used to estimate these values, it is logical to assume that the explanation for these patterns
of DIC is related to the behavior of global temperature patterns.
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DIC levels change seasonally in regions of the study areas (Figure 12). Lower DIC estimations
are found in fall months (as evident from the September and October 2011 dataset). It is
recommended that further research on how DIC is impacted seasonally is done to gain a better
understanding of this temporal relationship.

5.2 Discussion for Research Question 2: How accurate are the estimated DIC levels to
added CO2 in the study areas compared to other data interpolations that measure DIC?
5.2.1 Analysis of comparison maps
The DIC estimation maps made in research question 1 are based off of temperature data that
corresponds temporally (using monthly data) with the DIC datasets. The Yasunaka et al. (2013)
maps used more variables to estimate their DIC level maps; their research used pCO2, total
alkalinity, sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity, phosphate, and silicate in the surface
water to estimate DIC levels in the North Pacific Ocean. These variables were chosen because
previous studies demonstrated that they are thought to control DIC (Yasunaka et al., 2013).
Yasunaka et al. (2013) verified their results using DIC concentrations observed from research
results and found that their estimations agree well, with a root-mean-square error of 10.2 µmol/kg
(Yasunaka et al., 2013).
All comparison maps (Figure 14) generally contain differences in DIC values between 0 and 40
µmol/kg, with a few pockets of differences with 80 and 120 µmol/kg. This means that despite
Yasunaka et al. (2013) using more variables to estimate DIC, the DIC level estimations for both
the Yasunaka et al. (2013) maps and the DIC distribution maps made for this thesis are similar
and do not vary too much for this part of the North Pacific Ocean. Therefore, it appears that using
temperature as a variable to estimate DIC levels yields results that are accurate to a degree.
The image classification tool used to process the Yasunaka et al. (2013) maps did well in
classifying the colors to the correct locations, except for the grid used in the original images.
Future work can be done to improve the classification of the these lines to the correct color of
black.
5.2.2 Comparison of DIC dataset samples with predicted DIC concentrations
Table 10 shows that total misclassification of DIC samples from each dataset ranged from 12.2
to 31.43 percent. These mismatches could be related to variables other than temperature, such
as shipping activity (Endresen et al., 2003). May 2011, June and July 2011 and May 2012
appear to have more data points that were classified higher than they actually were. This may
have to do with warmer temperatures, or another variable could be coming into play. However,
this is speculation at the moment and further research is needed in this subject.
5.3 Discussion for Research Question 3: How can the risk of marine areas’ CO2
sensitivity be estimated using cargo shipping routes and estimated DIC levels?
5.3.1 Present day shipping routes
The shipping routes layer used in this thesis research (Figure 6) includes commercial and
research shipping route data using the Voluntary Observing Ships project (VOS). The authors of
this layer did not specify the types of commercial ships used in their study; this term encompasses
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a wide variety of ships, such as general cargo ships, container ships, and bulk carriers (Bollmann
et al., 2010). While the type of ship is not specified, all of these types of cargo ships dominate in
the ocean waters (Bollmann et al., 2010). It is important to note that this shipping layer only shows
the presence of these ships, not the frequency of how often these routes are traveled. Determining
the sensitivity of marine areas can be improved by finding the frequency of these ships routes, as
a higher frequency leads to more emissions. Such data would improve estimations to marine
area’s CO2 sensitivity.
Figure 6 shows that there is presently major shipping activity between Asia and North and Central
America, as well as within Southeast Asia. This activity highlights the current importance of trade
by ships between these areas. Trade by ships is large due to an increasingly globalized market,
and ships allow large quantity of goods to be transported overseas (Bollmann et al., 2010). The
single most significant type of cargo worldwide is crude oil, and two of the three major imports are
the United States and Japan, which are both located within the study area (the third major importer
is the European Union) (Bollmann et al., 2010). Therefore, crude oil trade can be expected to be
included as part of the shipping activity in the common study area in this thesis. Additionally,
shipping activity in the study area can also be from the major coal routes that go between
Indonesia and the West Coast of the United States to Japan (Bollmann et al., 2010) and therefore
it can also be expected that coal trade is represented in the shipping route layer used in this
thesis. However, more research on what kind of commercial activity and what kind of goods are
transported in this region would be needed to confirm this. Studying and understanding present
day shipping routes is of importance to the GasDrive project, as current shipping behaviors can
predict where GasDrive ships maybe used globally, and therefore the emission impact that these
ships may bring to local marine habitats in high shipping activity areas can be studied and
monitored.
5.3.2 Future shipping routes
Only the present day paths of shipping routes were included in this study. However, it is also
important to consider how shipping routes may change in the future. Warming temperatures open
up the opportunity to establish shipping routes in the Arctic, which would substantially reduce
travel time. Melia et al. (2016) found that shipping routes from Europe to Asia (called the Northern
Sea Route) and from North America to Europe (called the Northwest Passage) could increase in
use in the future as these routes become more accessible and can be used in more months out
of the year.
These shipping routes, as well as the present day shipping routes between these continents, are
displayed in Figure 19. Such routes would mean a reduction in travel time as well as a reduction
in global shipping emissions. Other impacts of these routes could be large cost savings and
increased trip frequency (Melia et al., 2016). If more ships travel through the Arctic, it is possible
that current shipping routes in the study area in this research will reduce in frequency or alter in
their current routes. Alterations in shipping routes may change the risk of sensitivity of marine
environments in the future; marine environments could be either impacted advantageously (less
shipping traffic in a marine area) or disadvantageously (more or new shipping traffic in a marine
area). Therefore, it is recommended to perform future research on how possible future shipping
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Figure 19: The Northwest Passage and Northern Sea Routes are present day shipping routes that go
through the Arctic (Ahlenius, 2007). With the melting of ice in the Arctic, it is possible that these
shipping routes will be used more frequently in the future.

routes could influence the sensitivity of marine areas, as this may be of interest to the GasDrive
project.
5.3.3 Development of the sensitivity map
The sensitivity map (Figure 15) follows a similar pattern to that of the DIC estimation maps, with
high sensitivity south of the Bering Strait and towards the polar regions, as well as low sensitivity
in Southeast Asia. The impact of shipping routes is apparent; there are paths of higher sensitivity
areas that follow the same pattern as large shipping routes. This sensitivity map only takes into
account DIC estimates and shipping activity. Therefore, the map’s reliability for measuring marine
environments' sensitivity can be improved by taking into consideration additional relevant factors.
For users who want to determine the sensitivity of the oceans based on these two variables, this
map can be useful. However, in reality, many other factors come into play when determining a
marine area’s sensitivity to CO2 addition; this sensitivity map provides a glimpse. For future
research, others may want to study how other variables come into play.
A limitation of this map is how the sensitivity to CO2 was determined (and thus the development
of the sensitivity values used in the scale). This assumes that all marine areas need the same
range of DIC levels to stay stable. However, in reality, marine environments thrive best on DIC
levels that they are accustomed to; this map makes the assumption that marine environments are
uniformly accustomed to the same DIC range. This limitation can be overcome by researching
optimal DIC levels for different marine areas, and taking this into account when developing the
sensitivity scale.
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5.3.4 Development of the map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present
day and preindustrial eras
The map showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and preindustrial eras,
adjusted by shipping routes, was developed using a map of preindustrial DIC levels as a baseline
for how much DIC levels have changed since the 1700s. Since the industrial revolution, DIC levels
have increased due to anthropogenic activity, and this increase occurs at a substantially higher
rate than natural. Because of this rapid increase, it can be posited that marine environments
struggle to adapt to environments with higher DIC levels, putting them at risk. However, further
research would be needed to determine how quickly marine environments can adjust to an
increase in local DIC levels.
For this research, it was assumed that DIC levels in marine environments before the industrial
era (before anthropogenic activity became prominent) were optimal for marine environments. The
map showing global preindustrial DIC levels can therefore be used as a baseline for determining
which areas have experienced an increase in DIC as well as for determining the magnitude of
this increase.
When the preindustrial map was subtracted from the averaged yearly DIC map, there was an
unexpected outcome in the presence of some negative differences in DIC values. Such areas are
represented in the change in CO2 sensitivity map (Figure 16) in the color blue. Such values were
unexpected because it can be assumed that the increase of anthropological activity since the
industrial revolution would have raised DIC levels everywhere. There are several explanations for
these negative values. One is that the creator of the preindustrial map erred, or the data that the
creator used contained errors. These errors could be in the form of miscalculations or poor
mathematical formulae. Another reason for these negative values could be due to the time of year
that measurements were taken, as the DIC levels in certain areas fluctuate throughout the year.
Additionally, this map makes the assumption that an increase in DIC levels automatically
translates to a higher sensitivity for marine ecosystems, when in reality this may not be true. Local
marine ecosystems may have adapted (Stillman and Paganini, 2015), or the buffer capacity of
the water may prevent a significant change in the pH of the water occurring (“The Buffer Capacity,”
n.d.). However, as the amount of anthropogenic CO2 in the water increases the DIC of the surface
seawater over the next century, all the buffer capacities will decrease, resulting in a greater
sensitivity to local variations in DIC (Egleston et al., 2010). The sensitivity scale used may not
accurately portray the change in CO2 sensitivity of these areas, and further research on DIC
behavior in local marine areas is needed.
The map shows that DIC levels (adjusted by shipping routes) have changed to varying degrees
throughout the study area. It is interesting to note that the area south of the Bering Strait is
classified as stable, and when considering the present day CO2 sensitivity map (which classified
this area as high sensitivity), this means that DIC levels have been high in this area since the
preindustrial era. The opposite is true with the waters of Southeast Asia, where the present day
CO2 sensitivity map classified this area as stable, yet the change in CO2 sensitivity map shows
that DIC levels for this area (adjusted by shipping routes) have increased. This suggests that the
present day CO2 sensitivity map may need improvement on defining which areas are indeed
sensitive to CO2.
5.3.5 The impact of shipping routes
The sensitivity scale was developed mainly to accommodate how disparate DIC levels or
differences in DIC levels would translate to the sensitivity of an area. Shipping routes also impact
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the sensitivity of a marine area, but how to translate the presence of a shipping route into an
area’s sensitivity could benefit from more research, as the values given for cells with shipping
activity were based on educated reasoning. Additionally, the impact of the GasDrive ships’
emissions is at the moment unknown (making it difficult to determine how these ships would
impact CO2 sensitivity in a marine area), as the ship design is still in development. Once the ship
design is determined, the ship’s impact on an area’s sensitivity can then be calculated.

5.4 Discussion for Research Question 4: How do the estimated sensitivity levels to added
CO2 in the study areas compare to aragonite saturation levels?
5.4.1 Analysis of the comparison map with the sensitivity map
Figure 18 shows the difference between the modified aragonite saturation map and the sensitivity
map, in absolute values. The southern half of the study area had zero to one difference in
sensitivity values, meaning that both the aragonite saturation map and the sensitivity map agreed
that this area was sensitive to added CO2 in the water. However, in the northern half of the study
area, the difference in sensitivity values varied between one and two.
For the comparison map, areas with a difference in sensitivity values of zero or one indicate
agreement or near in agreement over CO2 sensitivity measures, and therefore, the sensitivity
maps’ estimation of CO2 sensitivity in such areas can be considered to be generally accurate.
Areas with larger differences in sensitivity values (areas with a difference in sensitivity values of
two or greater) indicate that the sensitivity map had different estimations for sensitivity than the
aragonite saturation map for these areas. Further research is needed to determine why there is
disagreement between the sensitivity map and the aragonite saturation map. One speculation is
that the definition of what qualifies as sensitive for aragonite saturation may be different than what
qualifies as sensitive for the sensitivity map.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
This thesis studied how the sensitivity of oceans to added CO2 can be estimated using DIC and
shipping routes data. This study gives answers to the four research questions that guided this
research. This chapter summarizes the findings of each research question.

1. How to interpolate DIC for the study areas with the aim to determine sensitivity to added
CO2?
It was decided to estimate the DIC in the study areas using cokriging, as this method allowed for
the use of a secondary variable (that highly correlated to the primary variable) to guide the primary
variable’s estimation (in this case DIC) in the study areas. The variable that highly correlated in
this thesis was temperature, as it had the highest R-squared value by far out of all the variables
considered for each DIC dataset. Because only temperature was used as a guiding variable, the
estimated DIC values therefore followed a similar pattern to the actual temperature values in the
study areas. The estimation method used in this thesis differs from the others presented in the
Literature Review Chapter, as it used a GIS approach (using the cokriging in the geostatistical
analysts tool in ArcGIS) and only used one variable rather than multiple for aid in estimation.
Therefore, the method to estimate DIC values used in this thesis offers a more simpler way to
estimate DIC levels.
2. How accurate are the estimated DIC levels to added CO2 in the study areas compared to
other data interpolations that measure DIC?
The method used to estimate DIC levels in RQ1 was assessed for its accuracy by comparing it to
another study’s method, Yasunaka et al.( 2013). The comparison was done by subtracting all DIC
estimates found in this thesis by DIC estimates found by Yasunaka et al. (2013) from the same
(or almost the same) months. This resulted in six comparison maps that showed variation in
differences in DIC values in the common study area. The comparison maps had similar values
that differed at most by 120 µmol/kg, but with the majority of all values in all maps in a range of 0
to 40 µmol/kg. The central area of the study area appeared to have the least amount of
differences, with values ranging from 0 – 40. This means that despite these two methods using
different approaches to estimate DIC values for the same study area, they yielded similar results.
This confirms that the method developed in RQ1 to estimate DIC levels is accurate to a degree.
3. How can the risk of marine areas’ CO2 sensitivity be estimated using cargo shipping
routes and estimated DIC levels?
Estimating how shipping activity and DIC contribute to ocean waters’ CO2 sensitivity in the study
areas was performed by making two maps, one showing present day CO2 sensitivity, and the
other showing the change in CO2 sensitivity between present day and preindustrial eras. One
limitation for both maps concerned determining the influence of shipping activity to CO2 sensitivity,
as the GasDrive ship design is still in the works. Therefore, the influence of these ships’ risk to
CO2 sensitivity could only be given a rough estimate. Future research could improve on this. Areas
of change in CO2 sensitivity did not match up to areas of present day CO2 sensitivity (for instance,
the area south of the Bering strait was classified as having high sensitivity, yet the change in CO2
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sensitivity map considered this area as stable). Future research can be done on why there is this
mismatch. This can be done by studying how other variables may impact the CO2 sensitivity and
change of CO2 sensitivity of an area. Such variables to consider are the adaptation rate of local
marine environments to changing CO2 levels in the water, and the behavior of local buffer
capacities.

4. How do the estimated sensitivity levels to added CO2 in the study areas
compare to aragonite saturation levels?
A comparative analysis was performed to see how well the aragonite saturation map agreed on
CO2 sensitivity of marine areas with the CO2 sensitivity map made in RQ3. The resulting
comparison map showed that CO2 sensitivity did not differ more than one CO2 sensitivity value in
the southern half of the study area; this area can be considered to have similar definitions of CO2
sensitivity between both maps. However, the northern half contained areas of one and two
sensitivity values, which means there was disagreement over the status of CO2 sensitivity.
Therefore, regarding the current CO2 sensitivity definition that both the aragonite saturation map
and the CO2 sensitivity map use, the CO2 sensitivity map is only partially accurate. Future
research can be done to improve the CO2 sensitivity map and the CO2 sensitivity scale to be used
for comparison.
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Appendix 1: Digital Content
This appendix can be found digitally on a ZIP file and is accompanied with this thesis report.
The contents of this appendix are outlined below.

Table of Content of the ZIP
1) Report (Word, PDF)
2) Midterm & Final presentation (PPT)
3) Detailed methodology
4) Datasets used and created
5) Literature (PDFs of used articles)
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Appendix 2: DIC data
Data was collected by multiple cruises between the years 2008 - 2012. However, the data used
in this thesis is only from the years 2011 and 2012. Data was collected from shipboard seawater
intake on transects using the M/V OOCL Tianjin and the M/V OOCL Tokyo cruises, between Hong
Kong and Long Beach, California, as part of the NPac Cont Ship project. This information can
also be found on the website: https://www.bco-dmo.org/dataset-deployment/665216
All DIC data samples were collected 10 meters below the sea surface. Salinity, temperature, and
total alkalinity were also sampled for each dataset. The table below provides an overview of the
sampling techniques.

Variable
name

Units
of Observation
measuremen type
t

Sampling
and Uncertainty of
Analyzing instrument measurements

DIC

µmol/kg

Laboratory
experiment

Manometric
measurements

+- 4 µmol/kg

Total
alkalinity

µmol/kg

Laboratory
experiment

Potentiometric titration

+- 2 µeq/kg

salinity

PSU

shipboard
seawater
intake

SBE

NA

temperature

Celsius

shipboard
seawater
intake

SBE

NA

Overview of the sampling techniques used in the collection of the DIC datasets
A more detailed account of the DIC data is provided below; these sections are directly taken from
the link https://www.bco-dmo.org/dataset/665195, and have not been reworded. These
descriptions apply to all of the DIC datasets used in this thesis.
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Description
This dataset includes dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), del13C-DIC, and total alkalinity (TA).
Samples were collected during transects across the Pacific Ocean from Hong Kong to Long
Beach, CA on commercial container ships starting in 2008.
Acquisition Description
Samples for carbonate chemistry analysis were collected from shipboard seawater intake (10 m
depth) on basin-wide transects of the North Pacific between Hong Kong and Long Beach,
California onboard the M/V OOCL Tianjin and the M/V OOCL Tokyo (each individual transect has
a unique Cruise ID). Sea surface temperature and salinity at the time of sample collection were
determined using a Sea-Bird Electronics SBE45 thermosalinograph installed in the ship’s
seawater intake. To prevent biofouling that could cause respiration in the ship’s seawater lines
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[Juranek et al., 2010], intake lines between the anticorrosive sea chest and the sampling port
were purged with bleach and freshwater between every cruise.
Samples for both dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and total alkalinity (TA) analysis were collected
into 250 mL bottles with greased ground glass stoppers and poisoned with 100 μL of saturated
mercuric chloride solution. DIC concentrations were determined in the laboratory through a
combination of manometric measurements (DIC_SIL, Quay and Stutsman, 2003) and
measurements with an Apollo SciTech AS-C3 IR-based DIC analyzer (DIC_IR). Certified
reference materials (Andrew Dickson, UCSD) were used for calibration and determination of
sample-specific measurement error for all DIC measurements using the AS-C3 analyzer
(DIC_IR_uncert), with mean uncertainty of ± 4 μmol kg-1 for the entire dataset. Comparison of
duplicate samples analyzed both manometrically and with the AS-C3 analyzer (n = 111) agree to
within 1 ± 9 μmol kg-1 and indicate uncertainty of ± 8 μmol kg-1 in the manometric measurements
(DIC_SIL). δ13C of the DIC samples measured manometrically was determined following the
methods detailed in Quay and Stutsman (2003). TA samples were measured using an automated,
open-cell potentiometric titration system (Dickson et al., [2007]; SOP 3b), with sample-specific
measurement error quantified based on certified reference materials (Andrew Dickson, UCSD)
measured with each sample batch (TA_uncert, mean uncertainty of ± 2 μeq kg-1 for the entire
dataset).
Processing Description
Data are only reported for samples that meet quality control standards (any with problems in the
laboratory extraction and measurement process have been omitted in the data spreadsheet).
Further information on the funding sources, deployments, instruments, and parameters used for
these DIC datasets can be found in the same link provided earlier: https://www.bcodmo.org/dataset/665195.
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Appendix 3: DIC estimation maps used for
comparison for research question 2
DIC estimations made in this thesis (left column) and DIC estimations made by Yasunaka et al.
(2013) (right column).

May 2011

May 2008

June and July 2011

July 2008

DIC
(µmol/kg)

September and October 2011

September 2008

January and February 2012

January 2008

May 2012

May 2008
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Appendix 4: Description of Shipping routes layer
The shipping route layer used in this thesis was taken from the study of Halpern et al., 2008. The
description below was taken directly from the supporting online material link provided in the paper.
The text below has not been reworded from the original text, which can be found in this link, under
the
section
titled
“Commercial
Activity
(Shipping
Lanes)”
:
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/suppl/2008/02/12/319.5865.948.DC1/Halpern_SOM.
pdf.
Commercial shipping activity can lead to ship strikes of large animals, noise pollution, and a risk
of ship groundings or sinkings. Ships from many countries voluntarily participate in collecting
meteorological data globally, and therefore also 7 report the location of the ship. We used data
collected from 12 months beginning October 2004 (collected as part of the World Meteorological
Organization Voluntary Observing Ships Scheme; http://www.vos.noaa.gov/vos_scheme.shtml)
as this year had the most ships with vetted protocols and so provides the most representative
estimate of global ship locations. The data include unique identifier codes for ships (mobile or a
single datum) and stationary buoys and oil platforms (multiple data at a fixed location); we
removed all stationary and single point ship data, leaving 1,189,127 mobile ship data points from
a total of 3,374 commercial and research vessels, representing roughly 11% of the 30,851
merchant ships >1000 gross tonnage at sea in 2005 (S14). We then connected all mobile ship
data to create ship tracks, under the assumption that ships travel in straight lines (a reasonable
assumption since ships minimize travel distance in an effort to minimize fuel costs). Finally, we
removed any tracks that crossed land (e.g. a single ship that records its location in the Atlantic
and the Pacific would have a track connected across North America), buffered the remaining
799,853 line segments to be 1 km wide to account for the width of shipping lanes, summed all
buffered line segments to account for overlapping ship tracks, and converted summed ship tracks
to raster data. This produced 1 km2 raster cells with values ranging from 0 to 1,158, the maximum
number of ship tracks recorded in a single 1 km2 cell.
Because the VOS program is voluntary, much commercial shipping traffic is not captured by these
data. Therefore our estimates of the impact of shipping are biased (in an unknown way) to
locations and types of ships engaged in the program. In particular, high traffic locations may be
strongly underestimated, although the relative impact on these areas versus low-traffic areas
appears to be well-captured by the available data (Fig. S2), and areas identified as without
shipping may actually have low levels of ship traffic. Furthermore, because ships report their
location with varying distance between signals, ship tracks are estimates of the actual shipping
route taken.
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Appendix 5: Map of preindustrial sea surface DIC
levels
This map was used to create the change in CO2 sensitivity map for research question 3.
Preindustrial in this case means the 18th century.

Taken from the source page (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surface_ocean_preindustrial_DIC_concentration,_GLODAPv2.png):
Estimated annual mean sea surface dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) for the pre-industrial period
(1700s) from the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project v2 (GLODAPv2) climatology. Sources are given
below. This field was derived from present day measurements of DIC with the signal of anthropogenic
DIC removed using a mathematical technique. It is plotted here using a Mollweide projection (using
MATLAB v2013a). Note that the GLODAPv2 climatology is missing data in certain oceanic provinces
including the Arctic Ocean, the Caribbean Sea and certain inland seas.
Creators of the map:
Lauvset, S. K., Key, R. M., Olsen, A., van Heuven, S., Velo, A., Lin, X., Schirnick, C., Kozyr, A., Tanhua,
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